
“The museum collection is u
nique and is in

ternationally considered to 

be one of the best o
f its

 kind.”

– International Histo
rian

Contact Details
 info@pssasg.co.za

 011 442 3615
www.pharmacymuseum.co.za

Location

Glenhove Events Hub
52 Glenhove Road 

Melrose Estate

Interested in a Tour 

Opening Hours: 
Weekdays 8:30 – 16:00

Tours outside the above can be made 
by special arrangement

Tour Group Size: 
Guided tour 5-25 (maximum)

 Pop ins of less than 5 are welcome

Secure parking available
Refreshments  by advance arrangement

To Book a Tour
http://pharmacymuseum.co.za/tours/

Established and maintained by pharmacists 
in order to preserve the history and 

heritage of the profession



The National Pharmacy Museum was decided 
upon by the PSSA National Executive in 1950 and 
two members of the executive, Bennet Jacobson 
and Aaron Kramer, were appointed to collate the 
collection. A room was allocated in the Society’s 
offices in Braamfontein.

The Southern Gauteng Branch of the PSSA was 
erecting a new building at 52 Glenhove Road and 
undertook to provide the space and the finance for 
an expanded museum. The collection was packed 
into cartons and given to the Africana Museum on 
loan till the new building was ready. On completion 
of the building some 200 square meters of space 
was allocated to the Museum and the Branch 
provided the finance for the display cases which 
currently house the museum, the library and the 
fragrance collection.

Over the years many of the artefacts, early equipment 
used in industry, old medicines and books have 
been donated. The museum now has over 1,000 
items, excluding the library and the collection in the 
fragrance display. The vast majority of the items have 
been donated by pharmacists or their families.

Julius also collected a range of registration certificates 
of early pharmacists in the Cape, Natal, Free State and 
Transvaal. There is a unique collection of old prescription 
books also dating back to the 1800’s. In this museum 
a collection of over 1,000 examples of materials, 
artefacts, formularies and prescriptions, which trace 
the development of medicines and the equipment 
used in medicine preparation over approximately the 
last few centuries, have been assembled.

The Museum exhibits a wide collection of artefacts
 used by pharmacists before the advent of
 large scale pharmaceutical manufacturing. 
The National Pharmacy Museum remains the only 
of it’s kind in South Africa.

The Carboy is the symbol that distinguished a 
pharmacy from other shops.The carboy with red, 
green and other coloured waters first appeared in 
England in about 1550 and soon became recognised 
by the public as the sign of a shop where 
medicines were prepared and sold.

Konseal filling & closing apparatus came in a large 
wooden box with directions on the underside of lid. 
The apparatus consists of the main nickel mold, funnels, 
tampers, water pan and roller.


